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Situation
High crop prices in recent years have caused land values to increase rapidly across the 
state, but recent data indicate that land prices are leveling off or even declining. Because 
of funding cuts to Kansas Agricultural Statistics (KAS), survey data for land values is not 
available as in the past. In addition, a widening discrepancy or lag seems to have occurred 
between KAS data and market values evident in the field. Current information is essential 
for agricultural lenders, producers, and landowners in an era of rapidly changing land and 
crop prices. 

What We Did
To deal with these issues, agricultural economists Mykel Taylor and Kevin Dhuyvetter used 
actual sales data from the Kansas Property Value Department (PVD) to obtain more current 
and realistic farmland values to replace the discontinued survey data. Updated results were 
released in March 2014 and further revised in May. A national webinar that month was 
used as part of the educational process, providing additional explanation for the more than 
120 participants to allow them to better use the information. Others viewed the webinar 
recording, with more than 10,000 downloads logged by September 2014. 

Outcomes
Subsequent presentations have allowed an estimated 500 additional people to interact 
with the researchers to obtain the information they need and answers to their questions. 
Not only is information being received, it is being acted upon as participants make 
decisions based on current information.

Success Story
From the evaluation of the Risk and Profit Conference in August 2014, a producer gave the 
following response to a presentation on Kansas land values: 

“Valuable analysis. Great job on a most important topic where there is not a lot of 
information. Will take into account land value information in approaching (a) possible 
upcoming land purchase.” 

An agricultural lender responded to a similar presentation at the annual Ag Lenders 
Conference: 

“Great work. It was needed. This is much more helpful to me (than outdated information) in 
my lending decisions.”

Another lender at the same conference stated:

“Cash rents have not kept pace with land values. And we could very likely be in a land value 
bubble. I will be much more careful in making lending decisions for land in the next year. I 
look forward to the updated data ...”
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